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QUESTION 1

You have deployed a new Aruba Mobility Controller (MC) and campus APs (CAPs). One of the WLANs enforces 802.IX
authentication lo Aruba ClearPass Policy Manager {CPPM) When you test connecting the client to the WLAN. the test
falls You check Aruba ClearPass Access Tracker and cannot find a record of the authentication attempt You ping from
the MC to CPPM. and the ping is successful. 

What is a good next step for troubleshooting? 

A. Renew CPPM\\'s RADIUS/EAP certificate 

B. Reset the user credentials 

C. Check CPPM Event viewer. 

D. Check connectivity between CPPM and a backend directory server 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

What is symmetric encryption? 

A. It simultaneously creates ciphertext and a same-size MAC. 

B. It any form of encryption mat ensures that thee ciphertext Is the same length as the plaintext. 

C. It uses the same key to encrypt plaintext as to decrypt ciphertext. 

D. It uses a Key that is double the size of the message which it encrypts. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

You have detected a Rogue AP using the Security Dashboard. 

Which two actions should you take in responding to this event? (Select two) 

A. There is no need to locale the AP If you manually contain It. 

B. This is a serious security event, so you should always contain the AP immediately regardless of your company\\'s
specific policies. 

C. You should receive permission before containing an AP. as this action could have legal Implications. 

D. For forensic purposes, you should copy out logs with relevant information, such as the time mat the AP was detected
and the AP\\'s MAC address. 

E. There is no need to locate the AP If the Aruba solution is properly configured to automatically contain it. 
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Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 4

A company has Aruba Mobility Controllers (MCs). Aruba campus APs. and ArubaOS-CX switches. The company plans
to use ClearPass Policy Manager (CPPM) to classify endpoints by type The ClearPass admins tell you that they want to
run Network scans as part of the solution. 

What should you do to configure the infrastructure to support the scans? 

A. Create a TA profile on the ArubaOS-Switches with the root CA certificate for ClearPass\\'s HTTPS certificate 

B. Create device fingerprinting profiles on the ArubaOS-Switches that include SNMP. and apply the profiles to edge
ports 

C. Create remote mirrors on the ArubaOS-Swrtches that collect traffic on edge ports, and mirror it to CPPM\\'s IP
address. 

D. Create SNMPv3 users on ArubaOS-CX switches, and make sure that the credentials match those configured on
CPPM 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

What is a reason to set up a packet capture on an Aruba Mobility Controller (MC)? 

A. The company wants to use ClearPass Policy Manager (CPPM) to profile devices and needs to receive HTTP User-
Agent strings from the MC. 

B. The security team believes that a wireless endpoint connected to the MC is launching an attack and wants to
examine the traffic more closely. 

C. You want the MC to analyze wireless clients\\' traffic at a lower level, so that the ArubaOS firewall can control the
traffic I based on application. 

D. You want the MC to analyze wireless clients\\' traffic at a lower level, so that the ArubaOS firewall can control Web
traffic based on the destination URL. 

Correct Answer: C 
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